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i
Phone in hand, renter and busy young professional Ian
Stanley needed to find a new two-bedroom apartment in
Arlington, Va. So he downloaded two mobile applications,
or “apps,” supplied by apartment Internet listing services
(ILSs), and began to browse.

Stanley’s search was easy to conduct from home,
while waiting for public transportation and even when he was
out with friends, thanks to the apps’ direct links to call and 
e-mail communities, real-time GPS navigation, favorites 
tagging and search history retention.

“The ‘e-mail a friend’ feature is something that definitely
comes in handy, because I can easily forward communities that 
interest me to my roommate,” Stanley says.

With more than 45 million iPhone and iPod Touch mobile
devices using the Apple Inc.’s App Store and more than 
1.5 billion app downloads logged for the more than 65,000
available apps, many forward-thinkers in the apartment industry
believe that mobile apps are not only what their customers want,
but also what their customers need to search for apartments
during their mobile lives.

“As consumer habits change, so should our industry,” says
Melanie Stiles, National Director of Training and Marketing for
Milestone Management. “Generally speaking, the apartment
industry has been slow to adapt to changing technologies, but
text messaging and mobile apps provide us with another mode
of communication—a mode many folks prefer.”

Several ILSs currently offer mobile apps, and many more are
planning launches later this year as the trend to create this spe-
cific type of mobile content continues. Although lead tracking for
apps is a work in progress, vendors, select management firms and

owners are focusing on developing and expanding app function
and availability.

A Growing Market Place
Prospective residents for the United States’ more than 

5.7 million apartment homes are much like most Americans—
they’re constantly on the go but are easy to reach on their mobile
devices, to which they often are literally attached at the hip.

Currently, Apple’s iPhone and iPod Touch enjoy the most
widespread app availability and app use by consumers; by
extension, most application design for the apartment industry is
compatible with Apple software development kit (SDK) technology
but companies are actively working to create applications for
other mobile devices.

Contrarily, Kevin Thompson, AvalonBay Communities Inc.’s
Vice President of Marketing, says that until mobile phone apps
provide services that existing ILSs don't, they won’t take off as
viable marketing tools. 

“If apartment-search apps were to link to auxiliary features,
such as utility hookups, online lease applications, local neigh-
borhood maps or local mover information, they might have
more appeal," he says. "There’s just no ‘hook’ yet that would
draw a prospect from the existing ILS. However, it's still early in
the game, and as with all new technology platforms, AvalonBay
continues to monitor its potential.”

Even so, general app use is growing exponentially as more
people purchase smartphones and as new apps are developed.
According to a Q1 2009 report from NPD Market Research, con-
sumers downloaded 83 percent more mobile applications in
March 2009 than they did in March 2008.

Apps have become so mainstream that iPhone commercials,
with the recognizable slogan, “There’s an app for that,” appear
often during primetime television. One version of the commer-
cial even features an apartment ILS app and aired regularly
during “American Idol,” “The Office” and “Saturday Night
Live” this year.

Multimedia Exposure
Apartment industry mobile apps typically are created by ILSs

to generate incremental apartment leads for their clients. In
addition to having a client’s apartment content on the Internet,
ILSs push the same content to their mobile apps—a whole new
marketing channel that targets renters on the go.
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With hundreds of thousands of apartment-related mobile application downloads, 

prospective residents don’t need a desktop or laptop to search for their new homes.

BY KERRY A. SULLIVAN

What is an App?
Mobile apps are software designed to run on
handheld digital devices such as personal digital
assistants (PDAs), smartphones and cell phones. 
Although most mobile devices support app usage,
different development platforms are required for
companies to build apps for these devices.
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“We want our communities in front of the leasing public, and
the leasing public can essentially be reached anywhere via
mobile phones,” says Milestone’s Stiles. “It would be a mistake
to dismiss this form of marketing.”

Apps for the apartment industry are offered by ILSs as compli-
mentary additions to their suites of services. Clients typically
receive full exposure in print, online and through company apps.

“Advertisers should know a mobile application is even more
effective when used as part of a comprehensive mobile market-
ing suite,” says Mike D’Alba, Director of Mobile Media at For
Rent Media Solutions. “This would include an application,
mobile Web site and text messaging. Given as value-added 
services, these multiple channels help communities reach
renters at any time and in any place.”

The drive to connect with prospective residents and generate

traffic keeps Chicago-based The Morgan at Loyola advertising
with a major ILS, which then repurposes The Morgan’s apart-
ment content into a mobile format via a mobile app.

“We try to make the rental process as easy as possible for each
prospect that comes through our doors,” says The Morgan’s Leas-
ing Director Jacob Schumaker. “By using mobile products such
as apps, we are able to relay important information on The Mor-
gan faster so our prospective residents have their questions
answered right away.”

Dallas-based Lincoln Property Company markets its commu-
nities through the apps that its ILS provides because “being able
to have company and community information in a mobile-
ready format is essential,” says Vice President of Marketing and
Training Jennifer Staciokas. “It’s a win-win, because many ser-
vice providers support this ancillary product for free.”

Free to Download
There is no charge to download most searchable apps, includ-

ing those for apartments.
“Our industry’s apps are free to consumers because we’d rather

achieve scale through a large volume of downloads and, in turn,
connect those users to our advertisers than charge consumers for
access to clients’ property listings,” says Apartments.com’s Senior
Manager for Consumer Products Tim Grace.

Once downloaded, apartment-search apps allow users to 
perform a variety of functions normally reserved for a Web
site—locate the nearest community, enable GPS navigation to
that community, view photos and floorplans, check pricing,
share information with friends and, in some cases, place tempo-
rary holds on specific units.

Some app and mobile-Web products include links to social
media sites that can, among other things, enable prospects to
post properties to their Facebook walls to get feedback from
friends and family, says Jonathan Sherman-Presser, Marketing
Manager for MyNewPlace.

Says Katheryn Freeberg, CPM, Spherexx.com’s Director of Cor-
porate Communications and Advertising, “It’s easy for prospects
to link from our mobile Web sites to Facebook, Twitter, MySpace
and other social media sites with just two taps on their smart-
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Customer Reviews

T he Apple Inc. App Store allows users to rate and
review products they have downloaded. Following

are reviews from the store, accessed through Mac’s
iTunes App Store application, from users who 
downloaded apartment-search apps:

“I just moved into a new apartment using this 
app and I think it’s great! Some say don’t get it and
others swear by it, so I gave it a shot (it’s free, 
people!), and I must say I’m a fan. It looks like the app
got better now that you can search by price and stuff.” 

–Luis Ramos

“Save your gas! This app makes it very easy to search
for apartments wherever you’re at in town. A definite
must-have for any college student wanting to find
housing quickly.” –Jonathan Nelson

“I love the flexibility of the search and the ability 
to mark my favorites. It’s great to consolidate the
apartments I want to go visit in one convenient list
and have all of the comparison data at my fingertips.
What a great idea!” –MoodyMan9

“This will come in handy! I am looking for a new place
and this app rocks. I also would add a review button
for people that live/lived in the apt.” –Almasinfe

“This app gave me tons of results. It would be better
if there were pictures for all of the places. Otherwise,
it’s perfect.” –Beegeeefee

“It would be nice if you could still have the 
apartments listed from cheapest to most expensive, 
like the Web site.” –KrisWins

“Would be better if I could search by neighborhood.”
–Amurtgahm

“I would like to see a Send-to-Friend option. I would
like to send the apartments to my soon-to-be roommate
and see what she thinks.” -Amanda

They Have Apps For That

T hese vendors contributed their industry knowledge
to this article and are among those who provide

mobile apps, mobile Web sites or both for the 
apartment industry. Please see pages 90 and 91 in the 
NSC Directory for contact information.

AmRent Inc.
Apartments.com
Apartment Finder
Apartment Guide
AT&T
For Rent Media Solutions

HandyTrac
Intuit Real Estate Solutions
MyNewPlace
On-Site.com
Spherexx.com
UDR* 
(*not a vendor, but has its own search app) 
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phone screens.”
Additionally, says Sherman-Presser, some apps allow users to

take their own notes and photos when they visit properties, and
save them with their favorite listings in the app for easy reference.

Once established, app content is dynamic as long as it is built
to pull data from a regularly updated companion Web site, says
Apartment Guide’s General Manager of Emerging Technologies
David Quinlan. A fine line exists between being cutting-edge
and maintaining functionality within an app that could be
accessed on a variety of mobile devices—some older, smaller
and slower than others. This is why, although some developers
would love to include videos and other interactive components,
many focus on search and browsing capability, which will help
prospects quickly and reliably find the exact apartments they
are looking for.

Not Just for ILS Vendors
Although ILS vendors provide the bulk of mobile-ready apps

currently available, a select few apartment owners and manage-
ment firms are creating or have created their own company- or
community-specific apps.

For example, The Bozzuto Group, a Greenbelt, Md.-based pri-
vately held real estate service organization, uses an ILS which in
turn uses Bozzuto’s content in a mobile app. Additionally, Bozzuto
has a software team working on developing apps for individual
high-end communities, along with an app that provides the
same information available on its company Web site, but in a
mobile format.

Providing app access to communities is a way of meeting
prospective residents at their levels, providing them the means to
research apartment options in a way that is most convenient to
them, says Jamie Gorski, Senior Vice President of Corporate 
Marketing for The Bozzuto Group.

UDR currently has its own iPhone app. The Denver-based
REIT’s apartment-search app enables users to place a hold on an
apartment from anywhere around the globe. Other features
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Other Uses For Apps

M arketing efforts that involve mobile Web sites and apps resonate well with students, says Campus Advantage 
C0O Bill Barkwell, which is why his company partners with other industry providers to develop, maintain and market

apartment-search apps.
Communication. Although he recognizes apps’ potentials as marketing tools, Barkwell’s company also uses them to 

facilitate communication among staff and between staff and residents.
Turns. “The student-housing turn process is one of the most laborious tasks in the industry,” Barkwell says. “We are 

evaluating mobile app-based turn solutions. We are working to identify what needs to be done in each unit and capture 
that information to help manage the turn and move-in process.”

Lease-up. Ideally, a one-stop-shop app would allow consumers to do everything from view a community to place a hold
on an apartment. But because of the volume of units involved at one time in a student-housing community’s lease up—
one Campus Advantage community leased 50 beds in just one day earlier this year—the company still is searching for the
technology to accommodate real-time bed availability.  

Pay Portals. Marketing apps are not the only mobile function available for the apartment industry. A mobile resident 
portal with a payment component currently is available in Web and app form, says Therese M. Susalla, Senior Marketing 
Manager for Intuit Real Estate Solutions.

Rob Havekost, a renter at TLC Properties’ Coryell Courts in Springfield, Mo., says his community’s iPhone pay portal app
allows him to pay rent remotely, which he notes is helpful because he travels regularly.

“Also, I did joke around with my neighbor that next month, we can use our iPhones to pay all our monthly bills while we
are sitting in the apartment’s hot tub,” Havekost adds.

Consumer Information. AmRent’s Director of Resident Screening, Linda Richer, cautions against using apps that share 
personal private information.

“The obligations of the users of consumer reports and the security requirements for consumer reporting agencies prohibit
the passage of personal, private information in a non-secure manner,” Richer says. “Although inconvenient in today’s world,
online secured methods of ordering and retrieving credit reports and other consumer-related information should be adhered
to in order to avoid breach of private information leading to costly fines, penalties or, worse, lawsuits.” —K.S.
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include detailed listings of apartment amenities and floor plans;
mapping and directions to various apartment communities; and a
search engine that enables users to look for apartments according
to city, state, price, number of bedrooms, etc.

Steve Taraborelli, UDR’s Vice President of Sales and Market-
ing, says, “We recognized in 2005 that the mobile market would
grow and become a more mainstream source for people to
access Internet content. Mobile devices are essentially PCs in
your pockets.”

Estimates vary on app development and maintenance costs.
Companies can expect to spend between $20,000 to $60,000 to
develop a robust and scalable iPhone application, industry
sources say.

Tracking Unclear
Effective tracking for app use is still being refined, although

firms have been able to track the number of downloads of their
respective apps. While current download numbers in the six-figure
range are impressive—one apartment advertising company reports
more than 320,000 downloads since its app launch in late 2008—
it is unclear how long users keep specific apps on their phones
before opting not to use them regularly or even deleting them.

Mobile Web sites, on the other hand, can be tracked just like
their standard Web counterparts.

“The nice thing about having a mobile site is that it’s easy to

track and perform targeted demographic and technographic
advertising to different market segments,” says UDR’s Taraborelli.

This means that through mobile advertising, UDR can track
the return investment of individual campaigns and perform 
iterative testing and that by using mobile analytics, it can refine
its mobile marketing messaging to correspond to the age,
income and other characteristics of its targeted audience. 

Taraborelli also receives usability analysis that reveals how
mobile visitors interact with the company’s mobile content.

But despite some difficulties in app-lead tracking, developers
and clients are counting on the product’s ability to attract new
residents.

“Intuitively, we believe it’s working,” Bozzuto’s Gorski says.
The best news about prospects that use mobile apps is that

they appear to be closer to a decision about when to lease, says
Apartments.com’s Grace. 

Grace has observed that individuals who use apartment-
search apps often have narrowed their lists of communities from
which to choose and typically have a stronger desire to act.

Additionally, individuals using mobile apps and mobile Web
sites have the ability to be “out and about, searching for apart-
ments at that moment,” Grace says, which makes them more
likely to take a tour and even sign a lease.

The Future of Apps
Going forward, apartment marketing companies, manage-

ment firms and owners will expand their app offerings to be
compatible with other smartphones and will enhance their cur-
rent suites of offerings.

UDR is collaborating with a software vendor to enable
prospects to place real-time holds using micropayment technolo-
gy on available apartments through their mobile appliance suite
of product offerings. Currently, the company’s app allows
prospects to express interest in a specific unit, but it has no
mechanism to take the unit out of the community’s visible
inventory.

“We keep our apps simple because we recognize that people
need to pay for smartphone usage,” says UDR’s Taraborelli,
noting the absence of Flash and video in the company’s 
smartphone app. “We intentionally decided to keep the 
application as lean as possible and make the user experience 
as fast as possible.”

As far as other enhancements go, the only foreseeable limit is
what next generations of smartphones can support. ILSs are
looking into location-based marketing, in which prospects can
fill in criteria they are seeking in a new apartment on their
phones and companies can push text-message alerts to them
when units matching their specifications are available.

“I’m looking forward to the future of apartment-industry
marketing,” says Campus Advantage COO Bill Barkwell. “Our
industry is woefully late to the technology race, but we are
catching up quickly.” 

Kerry A. Sullivan is NAA’s Manager of Communications. 
She can be reached at 703/797-0678 or kerry@naahq.org.
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Things to Consider 
When Building an App

F ollowing are some points to consider when 
thinking about developing a mobile application 

or mobile Web site:
• Pages designed for mobile use should operate at

lower bandwidth. Downloads need to be able to
occur quickly and images need to be resized from
originals to be compatible with Google, Firefox,
Internet Explorer, mobile applications, etc.

• Content needs to be formatted differently. 
Companies might condense some of the 
information currently available on their Web sites.

• Don’t give consumers the full site on their mobile
devices without checking to make sure the links
work properly.

• Implement technology that will allow servers to
recognize devices as they connect to the company’s
mobile apps or mobile Web site.

Another component to consider is how the app 
integrates with the company’s other technology, 
especially in social networking. Does the mobile site
include easy-to-identify links to Facebook and Digg, 
for example?

Source: Amy Maley, On-Site.com
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